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Dove

Suddenly, I clenched my right fist and slammed it very cruelly against the left. “Smack!” Ah, how abstracted and secluded the wilderness is. In the almost sick sky, a flock of doves are flying. Are they flying singly or in pairs?

I use my left hand to heavily grasp the gradually loosening right fist; the fingers slowly unfold, but they can't straighten; just can urgently turn from side to side. Ah, you worked and still work; you killed and will be killed; blameless hands! Now, you are just like a wounded bird. In the dizzy sky, a flock of doves are flying over. Are they flying singly or in pairs?

Now, I use my left hand to very softly caress the quivering red hand. My left hand is also quivering; even more like a brokenhearted bird, grieving for its wounded partner. Then, I still use my right hand to softly caress the left hand. . . . Flying in the sky, now, probably is a hawk.

In the anaemic sky, no birds at all. Ah, to rely on each other and quivering; worked and still work; killed and be killed; blameless hands! Now, I will lift you. I really wish—to liberate you just like a couple of cured birds—I will liberate you from my wrists.
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